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X. If 2 = = S - (
then 1 . ( x ' g + / « + ^ g + ...)(x+/, + r+.i.)=Oi (1)
represents the spheric with centre at (\\ //, ?'...), and which cuts
2 = 0 orthogonally. For at the centre of (1),
d$ _dt . ._ dZ _ dt _ dt __ d2'__
d\ d\' dft dp dv dv
and the radical locus of (1) and 2 = <? is the polar of the centre df
each with respect to the other.
XIII. The proof of this proposition, which is equally true if instead
of spherics we say .similar circumscribed quadrics (Art. XLIIL), is
incomplete as it stands, as it is not proved that the common point on
the radical loci lies upon the spherics. This is easily proved by
multiplying the equations to the radical loci by X, pi, >s ..., respectively,
and adding, when the result is 8 = 0.
XXVII. The central axis is at right tingles to the common radical
locus of the spherics
+ .,. =0,
for the equations to the axis may be written
Al n + 1 Al A% n + 1 .4i At n + X Ax
n + 1 -
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for which values of a, b, c ... (Art. XVIII.),
t&o
&c. &o.
Therefore
CtCt Cvv CtC
i l l , ila, ilj, . . .
1, 1, 1,
therefore the axis is at right angles to the radical locus, and the
centres of all the spherics lie upon it.
The shortest distance between two non-intorsecting edges (p, q)
and (r, «) of a rectangular simplicissimum is the square root of
Ar+A,'
Let (Xlt /ilt 0, 0), (0, 0, »Tj, p2, ...) be the points where the shortest
distance between (1.2) and (3.4) meets theso lines respectively;
then, if d be this distance,
+ X, {T,
and, by differentiation,
0 = - 2 7 ^ + 2 ^ (A^AJ, 0 = -
ttnd d =
 ^ \ A + T^~
4 + l +
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XXIX. If 2' = 0 be the bisecting spheric, V — 0 the spheric
through the centres, and 2'" = 0 the orthogonal spheric, they are
coaxal; for, from the equations as given,
XXXVI. If the equation to a linear locus be put into the form
, dS .
 A d8 , . dS . « T
and \': ft : v ... :: Ax : A%; Ait
[in other words, if (X'/xV ...) be the pole of the linear locus with
respect to the circumspheric], the equation may be written
dk' dfi dv
the determinant of which is (Art. XII.), (-2)n + 1 (»!/ V*d?, where d
is the distance from (V»./*' •••) to the circumcentre.
And hence the perpendicular from (Xn /u,, v,...) upon L = 0
1 (-2)- '(nI)» Lj 1
l' Vd'
Hence the perpendiculars from (\lt /i, ...) upon
dS
 n dS n «
—- = 0, - - = 0, &c ,
aX a/*
the tangents to the circumspheric at the vertices, are
i ^ ! ^ i
 &c
'dn' *
_ _ i _ _ ^i
2VR' dK' 2VR'dnl
and the coordinates in the system mentioned in Art. XXXVI. are
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proportional to perpendiculars upon the faces of a siniplicissimum
and analogous to trilincaf or quadruplanar coordinates.
[The following Articles are numbered in continuation of tho
former papers.]
XXXVII. Professor Sylvester's fundamental formula (Art. I.,
Vol. XVIII., p. 325) for the squared content of a siniplicissimum of n + I
vertices, viz.,
0, 1, 1, 1, ...
1, 0, (1.2)', (1.3)3, ...
(-2)" (1.2. . . n)a 1,(2.1)', 0, ( 2 .3 / , . . .
1, (3.1)», (3.2)', 0, ...
may be transformed so as to give the squared content of any simpli-'
cissimum in terms of the coordinates of the vertices.
For
thereforo the squared area of the triangle, the vertices of which are
at
( K Hi, »'n •••)» (\,Ht,•>'!» •••)> ( xs» / t o ' ' * . •••)»
- 1
16
0, 1,
'"a — Q | ^ Q i . j
- 1
16 r
1, 1,
C( i O Cf C _L C»
y*
Ss —S
» 7» '
0, 1, 1, 1
0,
In tho same way it may bo shown that tho squared content of tho
otrahedron, the vertices of which are at
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-1 1
(-2/(3!)' V°
0, 1, 1, 1, 1,
I n C< O C' O
» ^o» oi.a> o,.3> b u i
1> #1.3, #2.3, 2(S'8, 63,4
1, #1.4, #2.4, #3.4. 2 S 4
and more generally that the squared content of the simplicissimum of
p + 1 vertices, situated at
- 1
0, 1,
1, #1.2.
1, 1,
#1.8,
1,
>2.p + l
From this formula it appears that the locus of the >^ + lth vertex of
a simplicissimum of jj-fl vortices, the content of which is constant
and the base (the other p vertices) fixud, is a locus of the second
degree. The simplest examples of this class of loci are the circle
(or spheric) and the right circular cylinder. Such loci pass through
the intersection of the spherical locus at infinity, with the linear loci
> dS, . dS, . dS, , n
X7r+'JT+l 'T^ + = 0
If p = w, in the formula of this article, the squared content of the
simplicissimum vertices at
o, • i, i i
1, 2$j, $1.2, $l.n + I
1, $1.2, 26', $2.n+l
- 1
VOL. xxi.—NO. 390.
.»i + l. $2.n + l,
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0, 1, 1, 1
- 1
1,
1,
1,
1,
o,
K
K
K
o, 0
r,
, •••
 rn+i
1,
dS, dS,
and (Art. VI.) 1, 0, 0, ... 0
1, \u nv ... r,
is equal to the content of the simplicissimum; therefore this is also
0, 1, 1, 1
1 dSi dS\ dS^
d\1 dfix drx
« dS9 dS91,
, d8,,tX
» J \ »
which gives an expression in terms of the coordinates of Art. XXXVI.
(1),XXXVIII. If
where
and
where
a b c
a+b + c+... = 0 ,
a' b' c (2),
be two intersecting straight lines, and A the angle between them,
cos 6 = —
( , d . •,, d . i d , \ a/ -L \a —+fc — +c
 r+...) S(a, b, c . )da do dc I
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The angle between the lines is the same as that between the parallels
to them through (F, 0, 0, ...) the vertex opposite X = 0. Let those
lines meet X = 0 in At(\v pv vl...) and A[ (X(, fi'u v[...) respectively.
Now, at Av
a a
and at A'u
therefore
a da
V2
=
 r S(a, i, c ...)>
and ^ = ~^-S(a, 6, c...).
Similarly, A4? = - ~ 8 (a', 6', c'...) ;
also,
rM,^ = -«,-«;+(x; I-+,; A+...),,,
= - ^ S (a,6,c...)
 +^ls(a,i,c...)
a a da
+ {(
y2 yi»
, j a — + 6 — + c — + . . . [ 8 (a, &, c ...) ;(. d a d& cZc )+ —  aa
therefore
Y 2
:+^, ' 2-A^2 = -—. |a ' f +6' I +c'4 +... { flf (a, 6, c ..
OB t do do dc J
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therefore
c o s 0 = A £ + A A ? - ^ A ? L j * Z M L :
2.AAX.AA[
Hence, if AAV BBX, (7(7,, &c. be parallel lines through the vertices
A, B, 0 ..., meeting the opposite faces in Av Blt Cv &c. (Art. XVIII.),
AAX "*" BBX •*" C0x •" ^ - 6 ' ( a > , c . )
and
AAx. BBX BBX. CO, AA . 0(7, - S ( a , 6 , c,...)
Also, if the lines be at right angles,
(Comp. Art. XXXV.) It appears too, that, if the line (2) lie upon
the linear locus
+ ... =0 ,
. i • -i \ — X" U — ll" V — v"
to which = £—<— = = ...
a b c
is at right angles, the two lines are at right angles. For
Ala'+Aib'+Asc'+... = 0 ,
and a' + b' + c'+ ... = 0 ;
therefore (yl3-yt,)h'+(A^-A}) c'+... = 0 ,
and therefore (XVIII.)
and any right line at right angles to a linear locus is at right angles
to all right lines in that locus, and conversely.
Again, the shortest distance between two non-intersecting straight
lines is at right angles to each of them. Let these be
X—X' u — u v — v
— = *—- = —=.. . ^say,
— A M~A* V — v /
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and if (Xi, p\ . . .), (\, fa ...) be any points in these respectively, and d
the distance between them,
' / 'dS" . if dS , / dS[a + b + c
»dS' , //dS . //d»9
which is to be a minimum by the variation of p and p', which are
independent. This leads to two simple equations in p and p which
determine these and d? and (Alf fxx ...) (A2, fi8 ...), and which can bo
transformed into
£ I s I } 8 (tt> 6> c> "^ =0>
and
~. + (".-'.) I + •• } « (a', r. c-...) = 0.
So that tho shortest distance is at ri^lit angles to both lines.
By tho help of this article, the theory of the principal axes of a
quatlric locus m?iy bo completed. It has been shown (XXX.) that
they are generally n in number; (XXXV.T.) that they are mntually
at right angles; and now, since they iiro by definition at right angles
to the diametral loci which bisect chords paritllul to them, it appears
by the above the diainetnil locus which is conjugate to any principal
axis contains all the others.
XXXIX. If 1* (X', / / , v'...) bo any point, and A', .7/, G'... its pro-
jections on the faces of tho Kimplicissimuin of reference; (PJi'C'D'...)
the content of the simplieissirnum with vertices at P, Ji\ C'...
{(H- i ) ! ) « > ; • y\"'
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and the pedal simplicissimnm A'B'O'...
=
 {{n-\)\)Y'v\'v\'V\'"yn I V V V T
(Comp. Art. XXVI.)
Let iz£ = £=£' = *=*.':=: (1)
(0, + 6, + c,... =0 ) ,
X \ f r t
— A fi—/u v—v (2)
i . . . = 0 ) ,
&c, &c.
be the equations to the lines PA', PB't PG'i &c; then (1) is at right
angles to the linear locus
d S , h d S , d S , _ f t
a \ dfx dv
through the circumcentre (Art. XXXVI.), or, writing 8t for
8(av &j, cx...), to
x dSi , dS, . dS, . n
aai ao1 dCi
and this is parallel to A = 0; therefore
And the equations to determine au bu cu &c. are
OJ + &1+ Ci + ... = 0,
(2.1)Ja,+ (2.3)2Cl+ =qu
(3.1)2^ + (3.2)' &! + ... =ff,,
&c, &c,
and
0, 1, 1, 1
1, 0, (2.3)', (2 Ay ...
1, (3.2)a, 0, (3.4)' ,...
1, (4.2)3, (4.3)', 0
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1, 0, 1, 1 ...
(2.1)', 1, (2.3)', (2.4)' ...
(3.1)', 1, 0, (3.4)'...
(4.1)', 1,(4.2)-, 0 ...
1, 1, 0, 1 ...
(2.1)', 0, 1, (2.4)' ...
(3.1)', (3.2)', 1, (3.4)' ...
(4.1)', (4.2)', 1, 0 ...
: &c.;
and taking these as the values of au bu ch &c,
a i = _(_2)n-i{(w_i)!)»r;
and Icii -\- wibi -I- nci -f- &c.
0, I, m, n
0, 1, 1, 1
1, (2.1)', 0, (2.3)3
1, (3.1)', (3.2)', 0
therefore
0, (2.1)', 0, (2.3)', (2.4)'
0, 1, 1, 1, 1
1, (2.1)', 0, (2.3)', (2.4)'
1, (3.1)', (3.2)', 0, (3.4)'
1, 1, 1, 1
(2.1)', 0, (2.3)', (2.4)' ..,
(3.1)', (3.2)', 0, (3.4)' ..,
(4.1)', (4.2)', (4.3)', 0 ..,
and do, - ^ ' - '
0, 0, (1.2)', (1.3)' ...
0, 1, 1, 1 ...
1,(2.1)', 0, (2.3)'...
1, (3.1)', (3.2)', 0 ...
0, 1, 1, 1
0, 0, (1.2)', (1.3)'
1, (2.1)', 0, (2.3)'
1, (3.1)', (3.2)', 0
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1, 0, (1.2)', (1.3)'...
1,(2.1)', 0, (2.3)'...
1,(3.1)', (3.2)', 0 ...
1, 1, 1,
[Jane 12,
1
(2.1)', 0, (2.3)', (2Ay ...
(3.1)2, (3.2)', 0, (3.4)3 ...
and
Thus, then, a, = -(-2)n-> {(n-1)!}' F?,
Similarly, 6, = - (~2) n - 1 {(»i-l)!}2 F3',
&c,
Again,
1, 0, 0, 0, ...
0, 1, 0, 0, ...
0 , a , , &a, Cj, . . .
0, a , , &3, c3, ...
&c.
x{-(-2)n(n!)8F8}
0, 1, 1, 1,
1, 0, (1.2)", (i.3)s,
1,(2.1)", 0, (2.3)s,
1,(3.1)", (3.2)", 0,
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0, 1, 0, 0, ...
XV ^'^» ^'^»
1, } das
1 dSj dSs
1
 dbt' dbj •"
•••» ~ T > 3 » • • •
aca dct
3s.
0, 0, ^ -dc
C8)
_ / xy»2"^*-1) (»i!)2("-n
AT Tl A' WA - , - , , nil n
Now PJ. = ~~, FB = p-, <v
and the direction ratios of these lines are the
&c, &c, above.
And it was shown (Art. XX.) that (PB'C'D'...)
1 Vn
bv c2,
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x ( (—l) n 2 n ( n ~ 1 ) (w!)2(n"u F9*""1*:
——— *
 i T^ ' *" 1
with similar values for (PA'C'D'...), (PA'tflX...), &c. And hence
the pedal simplicissimum of P
{(n-)l!}» 75 F,a F,'"; C Y
y2 -17-2 T72
which vanishes if —•- + i-i + 1-5 4- ,,, = 0,
\ ' /n' v'
in which case the projections of P lie on a linear locus (the Simson
locus of Art. XXVI.).
XL. The value of (A'B'C'If...) found in the last article leads to
an interpretation of the equation
to an n-ic locus circumscribed to the simplicissimum of reference, and
having w + 1 nodes at the vertices, the lines joining which lie wholly
on the locus.
If points A", B", G", &c. be taken on PA', PB', PG\ &c, respec-
tively, such that
then, if l i 4. 1 I J . J J + = 0
/ \ + gft ^ hv
(i.e., the isogonal conjugate of — + — + ~ + ... = 0)\ f g h I
be equivalent to - ^ + — + — + . . . = 0 (1) ;
V
FJ V2 V2
then, for every position of P on (1), A", B", 0", &c. lie on a linear
locus.
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If the point lie upon the locus
* ( ) 1 . (2)4 + + + . . . » .
(a locus concentric with the above, i.e., having the same poles of
infinity), the content of the simplicissimum whoso vertices are at
A", B", O" + ... will be constant. (The above results are in analogy
to those given for Conies in Questions 9816, 9817, 9818, and in the
solution of Question 8177 in the Reprint from the Educational Times,
Vol. XLIX.)
The linear polar of any point (X', //, v, ...) with respect to (1) is
fx v
and hence the centres, the poles of infinity, are given by the equations
v
 y\ - t ( v '\ v' I v
If the point (X', /i', v\ ...) lie upon (1), this reduces to
^X+4^+7 3 "+- = ° (3>
(compare Salmon, Geometry of Three Dimensions, p. 416), and
therefore (Art. xn.), if pu p%, ps, ... be the perpendiculars from the
vertices of the simplicissimum of reference upon (3),
A . B . G .
and if A = V\, B = V\, 0 = V\, &c,
so that the locus (1) is the isogonal conjugate of infinity, this implies
that the perpendiculars from the vertices upon the tangent locus at
any point are inversely proportional to the squares of the perpen-
diculars from the point of contact upon the corresponding faces of
the simplicissimum (and hence this is true for the circumcircle of a
triangle).
From (3), also, it follows that, if the linear locus
Pf y ... = 0
touches (1), (^«
... = 0
(compare Salmon, Geometry of Three Dimensions, p. 416), and the
reciprocal equation is of order 2""1.
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If (X', fi\ v\ ...) be any point, any line through it
u — u
= ... = p Bay
a b c
(where a + 6 + c+... =0 )
will meet (1) at the points where p has the values given by the
equation
A (/*'+&p) (v'+cp) (ir' + dp) ... +B (X' + op) (y'+cp) (ir'+dp) ...
+ 0(X'+ap) (n'+bp) (ir'+dp) ... +&c. = 0;
or X /iy... -T7 + — + — + ... I
L\ X /* v /
a 6 c / J\fxv ... \  
and the line will lie wholly on the locus if the n +1 coefficients all
vanish, This involves that (X'/iV ...) should lie on (1), and that
the eliminant of the other n coefficients equated to zero and of
a + b+c+ ... = 0
should vanish, which it must do since the edges lie on the locus. If
(X'/iV ...) be one of the poles of infinity, the coefficient of p in the
above equation will vanish, and consequently the sum of the recip?
rocals of the intercepts made upon auy line through one of them is
zero. This is a generalisation of the property of the centre of a couio
circumscribed to a triangle.
From the value of (PB'O'D1), found in the last article, it appears
that HV...T = H(\+p + v + ... +r)n
represents a locus such that (PB'C'D') is constant. The linear loci
fi = 0, v = 0,... are' asymptotic to this, and their intersection, the
vertex opposite to X = 0, is the pole of infinity. Also, any line wholly
on the surface must be parallel to a face (not X = 0) of the simpli?
cissimum.
Again, ^ + — = 0, or
X p
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is a locus, such that (PB'G'D'...) : (PA'G'D'...) is a constant ratio;
and
A fi V
a locus of the second degree which contains the intersections of
X = 0, ^ = 0; /i = 0, v = 0; v = 0,A = 0,
is the locus of a point P such that
(PBO'D'...), (PA'G'D'...), (PA'B'D'...)
satisfy a linear relation.
Similarly, T~ + 1 1 = 0
A fi V IT
is a locus of the third order, such that, if P be any point in it,
(PB'O'V...), (PA'O'D'...), (PA'B'D'...), (PA'B'C...)
are connected by a linear relation. This locus passes through the
intersections of any three of the linear loci
and the process of interpretation may be carried on indefinitely.
XLI. It has been shown (Art. XX.) that, if a pencil of 2n co-
terminous lines, in space of n dimensions, be cut by any linear locus,
the products of the contents of pairs of complementary (n— l)-ary
simplicissima, having their vertices at the points of intersection, must
satisfy certain identical relations, which lead to relations among the
anharmonic ratios of the pencil. These may be obtained as follows :—
All the (n — l ) t h minors of
llt % la
C i , C 2 , C 8 ,
' l > "2> "S> "2
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must vanish. And therefore, writing (p, q, r,... t) for
bp, bv br bt
Cm Cat C>« Ct
bn ( n+1 , n + 2, ... 2 n - l , 2n) + (-l)M6,,+ 1 (n + 2, n + 3 , ... 2n, n)
+ 6n+2(n + 3, n + 4, ...»i, n + l ) + ( —l)"fe,,+3(n + 4, n + 5 , . . . n + 1, n + 2)
+ &c. = 0 ,
cn (n + 1, n + 2, ... 2n—1, 2n) + ( — l ) n c n + l (» + 2, n + 3, ... 2n, n)
+ c,1+2 (n + 3, n + 4 , . . . n, n + 1) + (—l)"c,,+3 (n+4,n +5 , . . . n + 1,n+2)
+ &c. = 0,
&c. &c. &c.
Now, if these equations be multiplied respectively by the first minors of
\, c,, k
bn-U Cn-1» n^
and the results added together,
(1, 2, ... n—1, n)(n + l, n + 2, ... 2n- l , 2n)
+ ( - l ) - ( l , 2, ... n - l , n + l)(n + 2,'n + 3, ... 2n, n)
+ (1, 2, ... n - 1 , n+2)(n + 3, n + 4, ... ?z, n + 1)
+ (-1)" (1,2, ... n - 1 , n + 3)(n + 4, n + 5, ... n+1, n+2) + «fcc. = 0,
which is the general type of the identical relations required.
If n = 2, and 1, 2, 3, 4 denote four points in a straight line, the
formula gives
(1, 2)(8, 4) + (l, 3)(4, 2) + (l, 4)(2, 3) = 0,
the well-known relation.
In general, the number of relations will be equal to the number of
combinations of 2n things, n—1 together, i.e.,
2n!
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and therefore fifteen for tridimensional space. Thus, if 1,2, 3,4, 5, 6
denote any six points in a plane, and (1, 2, 3) the area of the
trianglo whoso vertices are at 1, 2, and 3, taken in that order,
(1, 2, 3)(4, 5, 6 ) - ( l , 2, 4)(5, 6, 8) + (l, 2, 5)(6, 3, 4)
-(l ,2,G)(3,4,5) = 0 = i.,
(1, 3, 4)(2, 5, 6 ) - ( l , 3, 2)(5, G, 4) + (l, 3, 5)(6, 4, 2)
(1, 4, 5)(6, 2, 3 ) - ( l , 4, 6)(2, 3, 5) + (l, 4, 2)(3, 5, 6)
-(1 ,4 , 3) (5, 6, 2) = 0 = III.,
(1, 5, 6)(2, 3, 4 ) - ( l , 5, 2)(8, 4, 6) + (1, 5, 3)(4, 6, 2)
- (1 ,5 , 4)(G, 2, 3) = 0 = iv.,
(1, 6, 2)(3, 4, 5 ) - ( l , 6, 3)(4, 5, 2) + (l, 6, 4)(5, 2, 3)
- (1 ,6 , 5)(2, 3, 4) = 0 = v.,
(2, 3, 4)(6,'5, l ) - ( 2 , 3, 6)(5, 1, 4)+ (2, 3, 5)(1, 4, 6)
- (2 , 3,1) (4, 6, 5) = 0 = vi.,
(2, 4, 5)(6, 3, l ) - ( 2 , 4, 6)(3, 1, 5) + (2, 4, 3)(1, 5, 6)
(2, 5, 6)(4, 3, l ) - (2 , 5, 4)(3, 1, 6) + (2, 5, 3)(1, 6,4)
- ( 2 , 5, l)(6,4,3)t=0 = vm
(2, 6, 1)(5, 4, 3)- (2 , 6, 5)(4, 3, l) + (2, 6, 4)(3, 1, 5)
-(2,6,3)(1, 5,4) = 0 = ix.,
(3, 4, 5)(6, 1, 2)- (3 , 4, 6)(1, 2, 5) + (3, 4, 1)(2, 5, 6)
-(3,4,2)(5, 6,l) = 0 = x.,
(3, 5, 6)(1, 2, 4 ) - (3 , 5, 1)(2, 4, 6) + (3, 5, 2)(4, 6, 1)
- ( 3 , 5,4)(6, l,2) = 0==xi,
(3, 6, 1)(2, 4, 5)-(3, 6, 2)(4, 5, l) + (3, 6, 4)(5, 1, 2)
- (3 ,6 , 5)(1,2, 4 ) = 0 = xn.,
(4, 5, 6)(3, 2, l ) - ( 4 , 5, 3)(2, 1, 6)+(4, 5, 2)(1, 6, 3)
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(4, 6, 1)(5, 3, 2)-(4, 6, 5)(3, 2, l) + (4, 6, 3)(2,1, 5)
- ( 4 , 6,2)(1, 5, 8) = 0 s xiv.,
(5, 6, 1)(2, 3, 4)-(5, G, 2)(3, 4, l) + (5, 6, 3)(4,1, 2)
- ( 5 , 6 , 4 ) ( l , 2 , 3 ) = 0 = xv.;
and, denoting tho sinisters of those equations by the Roman figures
to which they are put equal,
i.+ x.+ xv. = 0, I.+ xi. + xiv. = 0, i.+xn. + XIII. = 0,
H.+VII.+ xv. = 0, ii.+VIII. + xiv. = 0, ii.-|- ix. + XIII. = 0,
1U.+ VI.+ xv. = 0, in.+VIII. + xu. = 0, in.-K IX. + xi. = 0,
iv.+VJ.+xiv. = 0, iv. + vn. + xn. = 0, iv. + ix. + x. = 0,
v.+vi. + xin. = 0, v.+ vn.-f- xi. = 0, V.-HVIII.+ x.==0.
It is easy, by tho help of those identities, to show that all the rela-
tions may bo derived from five, bat I have not succeeded in deriving
them from four, as tho theory (Art. XIX.) seems to require. This is
probably duo to my having ovorlooked some relation (probably not
linear) between i., II., &c.
Tho above relations hold for any six points in a piano. If two
points, say 5 and G, coincide, those of the lifioen relations which do
not become identically true, reduce to
(1, 2, 5)(3, 4, 5 ) - ( l , 3, 5)(2, 4, 5) + (l, 4, 5)(2, 3, 5) = 0.
Hence, if 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 bo any five points in a plane, the following re-
lations hold among tho triangles wbose vertices are at those points :—
(1, 2, 5)(3, 4, 5 ) - ( l , 3, 5)(2, 4, 5) + (l, 4, 5)(2, 3, 5) = 0,
(1, 2, 4)(3, 5, 4 ) - ( l , 3, 4)(2, 5, 4) + (], 5, 4)(2, 3, 4) = 0,
(1, 2, 3)(4, 5, 3 ) - ( l . 4, 3)(2, 5, 3) + (l, 5, 3)(2, 4, 3) = 0,
(1, 3, 2)(4, 5, 2 ) - ( l , 4, 2)(3, 5, 2) + (l, 5, 2)(3, 4, 2) =0 ,
(2, 3, 1)(4, 5, l ) - (2 , 4, 1)(3, 5, 1)4(2, 5,1)(3, 4,1) = 0.
If one of tho anhurmonic ratios be unity, others are so also; e.g., if
(1,2,3)(4,5,6) = (1,2,4)(5,6,3),
from i., (1, 2, 5)(6, 3, 4) = (1, 2, 6)(3, 4, 5),
and from xv., (1, 5, G)(2, 3, 4) = (2, 5, 6) (1, 3, 5)
and the lines 12, 34, and 56 aro concurrent.
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If another independent ratio bo unity also, say
(1,3,4X2,5,0) = (1,3, 5X2,4,6),
then (1, 3, 4)(2, f», 6) = (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, G) = (1, 5, 6)(2, 3, 4),
by ii., (1, 3, 2)(4, 5, G) = (1, 3, G)(2, 4, 5) = (1, 4, 2)(8, 5, 6),
and by JX.,
(1, 2, 0)(3, 4, 5) = (1, ft, 4)(2, 3, C) = (1, 2, 5)(6, 3, 4),
and the lines 15, 3G, and'24 are concurrent, and also 13, 20, and 45
aro concurrent.
Similarly, tho typical relation whon n = 4—in other words, among
the products of complementary tetrahedra which liavo their vertices
at any eight points in the same tridimonsional space (i.e., in the same
linear locus in space of four dimensions)—is
(1, 2, 3, 4)(5, 6, 7, 8) +(I , 2, 3, 5)(G, 7, 8, 4)
+ (1, 2, 3, G)(7, 8, 4, 5) + (l, 2, 3, 7)(8, 4, 5, G)
+ (1,2,3,8)(4,5,G, 7) = 0:
those are H).A or 5(5 in number, and should bo dependent (Art. XX.)
upon 23 independent relations.
13y supposing two of tho points to coincide, tho following typical
relation is obtained among the tetrahedra the vertices of which are
situated at any seven points :
(I, 2, 3, 4)(1, 5, G, 7) + (l, 2, 3, 5)(6, 7, 4, 1)
+ (1, 2, 3, 6)(7, 4, 1, 5) + (l, 2, 3, 7)(4, 1, 5, tf) = 0 ;
and, by supposing two other points to coincide, this typical relation
among tho totrahedra tho vertices of which occupy any six points
in space
(1, 2, 3, 4)(1, 2, 5, G) - ( l , 2, 3, 5)(1, 2, G, 4)
+ ( l , 2 , 3 , 6 ) ( l , 2 , 4 , 5 ) = 0 .
In tho geometry of space of n dimensions all the anharmonic
systems up to the nth have theirapplication. Pencils of 2n straight
lines through a point cutting a linear locus, form a system of the
n—1thclass; pencils of 2»—2 planes through aline cut linear loci repre-
sented by two equations in a system of tho w—2 ' class; and soon,
until pencils of four linear loci through a common intersection cut a
line in points which form an ordinary anharmonic system, i.e., in
accordance with the nomenclature above in one of the first class.
VOL. xxi.—NO. 301. £
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X I J I I . A special ease, which seems to bo tho piopor generalization
of a harmonic pencil arises, when tho pencil mooting a t (F , 0, 0, ...) is
composed of the 2M straight lines
V = 7 T = . . . = 0 , /J = 7T = . . . = 0 , /Z = V = . . . = 0 , A o . J
the edges of tho simplicissiinuni of reference which meet at the origin
of the pencil, and the other n lines
— b
(or more generally of the 2n lines
N=0, P = 0 , ...; M = 0, i ' = 0 , ... ; M = 0, iST=O, ...; Ac.,
and -AM= UN = OP=...,
AM = -1)N= OP=...,
AM= I!N = -0P = ...,
Ac. Ac,
all ol' which meet at the point
— a
V
~'b
7T •
C
f- =
a
V
"b
•> a
7T
— C
In spam; olr l.lirci; (limonsion.s the unharmoiiic ratios
to such a .system arc < i^veii l>y
(i , t i , : ; ) (4 , r , , ( ; ) : (L J a ,4)(3 > f . ,«) : ( i , a, a)(»,•!•,«): (i,2,(i)(;{,4,5)
: (l,3,4)CJ,f.,(>) : (I , :J ,S)(2,4,«) : (l ,:l , G)(a, 4, S) : ( I , 4,,5)(2, 3,6)
: ( l , 4 , « ) ( a , 3 , f O : (I , .r», (J)('J, a, I) :: 2 : I : - l : ( ) : - !
: 0 : - L : 1 : - 1 : 0 ;
and Iho other .systems ohlaiiicd hy ctlianging tins signs ol: a, l>, or <;
will, 1 ik*i the above, hiive their juihiinnonic I'iktios
±2, ± \ , i l , 0, OITX>.
The complete system, which includes all the rays of these, is com-
posed of tho (irst threes of those rays, and four others, such that, if
they cut any piano in the points 1, 2, ."I and 4, 5, (J, 7, respectively,
.then, if any three of the last four points be taken as the vertices of a
triangle, the points 1, 2, 3 nre the feet of concurrent lines from the
vortices through the remaining point.
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It is easily proved that, if the lines 50, G'l, 45 touch a conic about
123 at thcso points respectively, tho six points form a systoin of the
kind, tho scvonth being tho point of concurrence of 14, 25, 30. There-
fore, if from any point thrco tangent planes bo drawn to a quadric
surface, tho threo points of contact, and tho thrco points where tlio
intersections of tho tangont planes meet tho polar piano of tho
original point, form a system of tlio kind stated.
Again, if two sets of points 4, 5, G and 4', 5', G' are each thus con-
jugate to the samo thrco primary points 1, 2, 3, and if 7 and 7'bo the
additional points connected with these systems, tlio eight points
4, 5, 6, 7 and 4', 5', 6', 7' all Ho on tho samo conic, to which 1215 is
self-conjugate—viz., if tho rays through 1, 2, 3 bo tho edges of Iho
simplicissimum as above, and those through 4, 5, G tho remaining
thrco lines, thcso and that through 7, -^ = ^— = — and 4', 5', G' and
a be
7' tho samo with a', b', c writton for a, &, c, on
b'\
= 0.
In tho samo way, in space ol: n dimensions a pencil of 2M rays of the
kind defined at the beginning of this article cuts any transversal
linear locus in 2u points, such that first n points are the feet of con-
current linos from the vertices of the simpHcissimum defined by tlio
second n, and tho anharmonic ratios aro
± 2 , ±-J, ± 1 , 0, oo.
Any set of n points so conjugate with a given set of n points,
involves, by changing tho signs of a, &c, a system of 2""1 points con-
stituting 2"""' sots of ratios.
All the n. 2""1 points belonging to n such systems conjugate to the
same n points, lie upon the same ({iiadric locus in spaco of (n— 1)
dimensions, to which tho siniplieiRsiinum, of which the vertices aro at
the n points to which each system is conjugate, is self-reciprocal; and
if a, 6, c ...; a', h'..., &c. be the constants determining these points,
this locus is
c
, . '2 = 0.
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Each system of points upon such a quadi'ic is analogous to a
fiystem of points in involution ; tho n vertices of the simplicissimum
corresponding to tho foci of tho involution. .Kach point on tho
quadric determines the other 2""1 points of its'system.
It may also bo shown that tho four systems of thin kind, determined
on tho faces of the tetrahedron of reference by the same point of con-
curronce, lio on tho sumo quadric surface; for, if this point be
a : h : c : d, tho points ou \ = 0 are
0 : — b : c : d, 0 : h : — c : d, 0 : b : c -d;
those on fi = 0,
—a : 0 : c : d, a : 0 : —c : d, a : 0 : c : —d
those on v — 0,
— a : b : 0 J d, a : — b : 0 : d, a : b : 0 : —d;
and on ir = 0,
— a : b : r. : 0, a : —b : c : 0, a : b : —c : 0
/ i l / //7T V7T ) , ,
W Ort C(l ^
these
X2
a2
all
**"
lie
I*
npon
+ ?••!
c
2 d> +
., ( X«
• .> s -
( ((0
+ A"
ac
( + ^ + + j L y + ( ^ +
\ a b c (t / \ab ac
which has doublo contact with the circumscribed quadric
V 1 Av 1 ;\T 1 if^ 1 /t71[ 1 !Z
 = 0
«6 (ic ud bo bd cd
which passes through the points
( — a, b, Cy d) ; (a, —b, c, /Z) ; (a, b, — c, (Z) ; (a, b, c, — tZ).
In tho same way, in spaco of four dimensions, the fivo systems
determined on tho faces of tho simplicissimum of reference by the
same point of concurrence,
£a : b : c '. d : e),
all lie upon
V + ^ + ^L + ^
 + (^ + HZ + &L + ^  + vp- + ?H — 0 •
a& ac orf ae be bd be cd ce de
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and, in space of five dimensions, the systems determined by the point
(a : h : c : d : G : f)
\ >> a q o q o
neupon _ + . £ + _. + _ - + _ + _ .
2 (aft nc ad ae af be
and so on, the qnadric loous being of the form
A + i + . . . ) _ . r + ^ +
a b I \ab ac
and having contact with
(xf + x-'- ) = o
\ab ac I
aloug its intersection with
a b
a locus of whic-li interpretations ai'o given in Art. XXIII. adfinem.
XLTT.I. Two cjuadno looi, whicii intersect in tho linear locus at
infinity and nnotlier linear locus, aro similar and similarly situated,
having two centms of similitudo in the lino of contres.
U = An \2 + ylM^2 + ji38><2+ ... +2An\lx+ ... = 0 (1)
and U+(Bl\ + B2n + B3v+.,..)(K + fx + i>+...) = 0 (2)
are two such loci.
If *LzK = f±-JL
 =
 v
^li= = „ . . VP =
 mv
a b c S-8(a,b,c,...)
where (a + fc + c + . . . - 0) (Art. XVIII.)
be any line through (A', /«', v\ ...) cutting (1) and (2) at distances
P andp', these are determined by the equations
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and U' + (Bl
— + & -T-T
In order that tho values of p' should bo equimultiples of thoso of
p, it is necessary and sufficient that
v
^ d\ dfx dv )
For similitude, these quantities must remain unchanged for all valuos
of a, b, c, consistent with a + b -\-c+ ... = 0 ;
and thereforo / V
dU .,dU , du ,
d\ dp dv
must also remain unaltered. Putting this equal to q,
(77,-7?,)
<2M' fi\'/ WV' d\')°
therefore
-jy ' = •;•/ ' = 'j~ = — = /*» say ( 4 ) ;
<lA • (j dfi q dv q
theroforo W-- (Bl\f+Bifxt+ 7i8v'+...) = hV.
But, by (3), M ± Z ^ ± Z k L ^ _ 2 3 - 2 3 7 = 0 ;
thorofore gl//-j-74=O,
and tho equations (4) may bo written
JU'
 Ti_ndV' n_dU' ,? __
= -—q^lT'—m suppose;
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also, q(\'+n'+v'+...)=qV,
so that there aro «+3 equations from wliich to eliminate
q\', qn\ qv ... and m,
and all but one aro linear. Hence the resultant is a quadratic in q,
each solution of which determines one position of (V, / / , v, ...).
If (* '> '>", . . . ) and ( X ' W ' " , - )
be the contrcs of (1) and (2),
,w <W" av
therefore d\" dfx" dv"
and tho lino joining theso points is thercforo
' 1 ^ _ <W ilE- '1H.
dfx d\ dv d\
and by (4) tho centres of similitude Ho upon this.
Other properties of Ni'milar and similarly situated quadric loci arc
givon in Art. XXV. (note), Art. XXXI., and in tho Addendum to
Art. XIII., prefixed to this paper.
XLIV. Two quadric loci in space of n dimensions have a common
solf-conjugato simplicissimnm. Lot
... = 0
W= JJu\2 + i?22At2 + i V 3 + . . . + 22?iaX^+... = 0
bo the quadrics, and let (X', p, v'...) bo a point which has the same
linear polar with respect to each of them.
mi, £ \ dU' . dlV . dV' .
 A
Therefore \ • ,- +fi •• -,- +v •
 r + . . . = 0
d\ d\i dv
o , .dW , dW, dW' n
and \-•- ,- +/J. —~ + v
 3 ,- +... = 0
dX dfj. dv
aro identical loci.
Therefor ^ : % :: <£, ^  :: %: if:: &c.,d\ d\ dfx djj. av dv
:: r : 1, say;
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and, eliminating X', //, v', &c. from the resulting n-f-1 homogeneous
linear eqnations,
/l2 2—J?2 2r , A ^ -
= 0. •(I)
an equation of the (71+ I)"1 degree in r.
(It is, indeed, the discriminant of U—rW = 0, and the valnes of r
are those for which this quadiic has a double point.)
Each root r,, rs, &c. of (1) gives a separate solution for A/,/n', 1/,..., so
that, when the roots are all unequal, the w+1 corresponding points
(K, H-U "b • • • ) ) ( * 2 . f 4 V2» . . - ) > (Au+1) / 'n+l , V , ' + ) )
are the vertices of a simplicissimum, and each lies upon the linear
polar of all the others with respect to both the quadries.
For, if r, and rt bo two values of r,
<w: <ws an; dw; .
. * — if * ZZ. ¥ CV.0
and
therefore
du;_ <iw; du;_ dwt&
lt\t (l\f (lflt (If If
>du ,<iu
dft, dv.
or
but
t , ;
dfit dvt
,du; ,,iu;
(f/i^ tti'i
,dW' ,dW'
^ . • - , - • / +".-;~
dfit dvt
••• t
and therefore, r, and rt being different,
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and (X^ fi',, v',...) lies upon the polar of (Xj, n't, »'<'...) with respect to
each of tho qnadricR U = 0 and W = 0.
Hence, when the roots of (1) are unequal, these two quadrics have
a definite self-conjugate simplicissimum, tho vertices of which are the
douhle points of those qnadrics of the system U—rW = 0 which
have double points.
When two or more of the roots of (1) are cqnal, tho corresponding
vertices are no longer determinate. If two bo equal, one of the
quadrics / /—rW= 0 is expressible as a linenr homogeneous function
of n—\ squares, and hits double points along a straight line ; if three
of tho roots bo equal, one of tho quadrics is expressible as a linear
homogeneous function of n—2 squares, and has double points over a
plane; and so on.
For if, wlum referred to a common self-conjugate simplicissimumj
U = o\2 + / y +cv8 + tfrr2 +cp» + ... = 0,
W == a'\>2 + ///i' + cV + dV + e p2 + . • • = 0,
it is nocpRsai'y and sufficient, in order that
n\'\-f- bfi'fi-f cv'v-f (litre + epp + ... = 0
and a'X'X -f- h'fx'fi + cv'v + d'ir'n + c'p'p + ... = 0
may be identical, that all but ono of tho quantities X', fi\ v, ... should
vanish, unless some of the coefficients bo such that Romo of tho ratios
a:b: ... :: a : h': a... hold—i.e., unless tho equation (1) has equal
roots. When this is tho case, it is only necessary that thoso coordi-
nates, of which the coefficients do not . satisfy tho proportions
abovo, shonld vanish. Thus, if a : b :: a : b\ all the coordinates but
X' and ft must vanish ; if a : b : c :: a : V : c, all but X', (/, v \ and
so on.
If, in the first case, (X,, /i,, 0, 0), (X2, ^2, 0, 0) be new positions of
the two vertices on (1.2),
sr 0,
and if (X,, [4U vu 0) , (X2, /i2, v,, 0), (Xs, fi8, i'8, 0) be new positions of the
three vertices in the plane (1 , 2, 3),
3 = 0,
= 0,
aX8X,-f &/i8/il + c>'8Vi = 0 ;
and similar relations hold in other cases.
The intersections of quadria loci in space of n dimensions may be
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classified according as the roots (1) are equal or unequal. Thus, in
ordinary space,
(i.) all tho roots may be unequal,
(ii.) two roots may be equal and W= AU+LM,
(iii.) tlireo roots may bo equal and W= AU+L3,
(iv.) two pairs of roots may bo equal and
U = ALM+BL'M',
W=A'LM+B'L'M'',
and so for space of any dimensions.
XLV. If the transformation of Art. V. bo applied to U = 0, tho
result, tho equation in simplicissimum content coordinates to tho
intersection of U = 0 with the linear locus determined by tho p + l
points
( ) ( )
will bo
... = 0 (v.),
whoro Uu stands for tho value of U when #„ yu z,,... are writton for
x,y, z, ... and 2[713 for the result of operating on this with
Id. d , d . \
V dXi dyx dzx I
If p + l = », so that tho locus determined by the points is a linear
locus in space of n dimensions, and then, if this bo the tangent locus
at (ajj, */„ Zj,...), a point on £/"= 0,
^n = 0, tf12 = 0, ?7-ls = 0 ...,
and tho discriminant of (1) vanishos; thoroforo tho linear tangent
locus at any point on a quadric locus, in space of n dimensions, inter-
sects the quadric in a quadric in space of n—1 dimensions (i.e., on tho
linear IOCUB), having a double point at the point of contact (comp.
Art. XXXIII.) ; and if the locus through the n points bo a tangont, tho
discriminant of (1) vanishes ; and conversely, for if the discriminant
of (1) vanishes, (1) has a node, and if this be taken as the first
vertex of the simplicissimum of n vertices
Un= 27;,= ^ , = ... = 0 ,
and the linear locus touches at this point.
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Sinco the equation to the linear locus is
y>
= 0
847
(2),
it follows that tho vanishing of the discriminant of (1) is tho con-
dition that (2) should touch Z7= 0, and therefore a, ft, y, &c, tho first
minors of tho determinant in (2), must satisfy tho reciprocal equation
a- = 0; and hence the discriminant of (1) can only differ by a simplo
multiplier from the value of <r when the above values aro writton for
u, ft, y, &c. (Educational Times, Questions 8940, 8970 and 9828).
By au entirely similar proof it appears that, if
the discriminant of 3 can only differ by a multiplier from A'"1 U, with
tho first minors of
a, ft, y, ...
ai> ftu 7i» •••
written for x, y, z, &c.
If j > = l ,
determines tho points in which the lino joining tho two given points
cutsj Z7"=0; and, if UxlUn—Ul2= 0, this lino is a tangent, and
theroforo
is tho equation to the - group of linear tangents from tho point
If p = 2, tho piano through these given points cuts U= 0 in
UnXi+UiiH.'+Ui^ + 2Uli\ix-^,,.=z0i
and this will touch if
u J7M-Uu Tfn - Un Jfn- U^Ul = 0 ;
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and
is tlio equation to the group of tangent planes which can be drawn
to 27=0, through the line joining (a ,^ y{, «„ ...) and (xt,yt, z1t...); and
so on.
XLVI. The (?i-f l)-ary quadric, the sinister of the equation to a
quadric locus in space of n dimensions, has only ono invariant, the
discriminant; but two such quadrics have in all (« + 2) invariants—
the two discriminants and n other functions involving the coefficients
of both—these last are the coefficients of the powers 1, 2,.. . n of r in
(1), Art. XLIV. They aro-combinants and are derived from the
discriminant of U by operating upon that function with
giving top all values from 1 to n.
AR stated abovo, tho roots of (1) givo the quadrics through the
intersection of U = 0 and W = 0, which have double points.
If au, aia,... a,,,, &c. be tho iirst minors of the discriminant of U,
the coefficient of r in
Iiu a,, + Bna,tt +...+ 2Byi a,4 +.. . ,
and this vanishes if a simplicissitnum self-conjugate with respect to
W = 0 can be inscribed in U = 0; for then
Bls = Bn = B.a = . . . 0 and au = aa8 = . . . = 0 (Art. XXX).
If F = 0 and X = 0 be the equations to the sections of U — 0 and
W = 0 respectively, by the linear locus
i.e., through the n points
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—the discriminant of V— rX = 0 will bo an equation in r of order w,
the first and last coefficients when roducod being the discriminants
of V and X; and BO the sinisters of tho reciprocal equations to U = 0
and W = 0, tho moaning of the others may bo obtained from tho
geomotry of («—l)-dimensions. Thus tho vanishing of tho coefficient
of r implies, from tho general result above, that all linear loci, the
coefficients of which make it vanish, cut [ 7 = 0 , W = 0 in sections
such that a simplicissiraum of n vertices self-con jugate with respect
to tho section of W = 0 is inscribed in that of U = 0.
lu this way I interpreted tho contravarianta of two quadric sur-
faces in a papor read here in December 1883 ; and so, if U and W be
quinary quadrics, and
cr—rr •+• rV—rV+rV = 0
(where o- and <r' are the reciprocals of U and W), the expanded form
of the discriminant of V—rX = 0, rr, r, TT, T', cr' are the A, 9, <pt 6\ A'
of the quadric surfaces V = 0 and X = 0 (Salmon, Geometry of Three
Dimensionst p. 145).
If r = 0, as above, it is possible to inscribo in V = 0 a tetrahedron
self-conjugate with respect to X = 0.
If x = 0, there is a tetrahedron self-conjugate with respect to
V — 0, tho faces of which touch X = 0.
If 7r = 0, the edges of a tetrahedron, self-conjugate with respoct to
either V = 0 or X = 0, touch the other.
Tho condition Jthat a tetrahedi'on may bo inscribablo in X = 0,
which has two pairs of opposite edges on V = 0, is
and that it may bo possible to find a tetrahedron haviug two
pairs of opposite edges on one of tho quadrics and its four faces
touching the other
4O-VTT = r'a + 8cr'3r.
It thus appeal's that two, (w-fl)-ary quadrics have (M-J-2) iudopen-
dent invariants, and (» + l ) independent contravariants.
If tt = 0 and w = 0 be the tangential equations to Uj= 0 and
W = 0 respectively, u—%w = 0 will be the tangential equation to tho
system of quadrics which touch the same system of common tangent
loci as U=t 0 and W— 0.
The equation to u—rw = 0 in simplicissimum coordinates will be
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of the IIth ordor in r, and of the form
and tho coefficients 2\ &c. of all tho powers of r except 0 and n, will bo
tho covariants of tho two quadrics, and thercforo these aro »i—1 in
number.
The contravariants abovo might havo been obtained in a similar
way by forming the tangential equation to V— rW=0 , whon they
would bo the coefficients of all the powers of r from 1 to n — 1, and
these covariants might havo boon obtained by employing a trans-
formation similar to that of Art. V. to tho contragrodiont variables.
It has not seemed advisablo to attempt to carry tho gonoral investi-
gation of tho concomitants further, as tho results would bo more
easily obtained and moro cloarly intelligiblo by working thorn out
successively for four, fivo, and w-dimensional space.
I regret to havo to add tho following corrigonda to tho previous
papors:—
Vol. xix., p. 444, 1. 17, for 2" » read 2"+l.
p. 455,1. 20, for » - ' f r - l
 read n - 2 p - l
( j H - i ) s i - ( I » + 1 ) S "
p. 4G0, 1. 11, for r]V, read r\V\
p. 4G8, 1. 3, for \ read -, TK
vr nv
1. 5, for V , read hfV\
p. 474, 1. 14, for V'U" road WU".
I. 17, for UV\ read <WV.
p. 478,1. 27, for Qu read Q\.
[P.8.—It is only during tho printing of this paper that I havo
noticed Mr. Brill's quostion (8431) and its solution in tho Reprint
from tho Educational Times, Vol. XLYIII., p. 111. Tn thin tho equations
of p. 335 are enunciated for bix points on a circle]
